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The articles [13], [7], [16], [17], [4], [1], [12], [3], [6], [5], [14], [2], [11], [15], [9], [10], and [8]
provide the notation and terminology for this paper.

In this paperU1 is a universal algebra.
Let us considerU1. The functor end(U1) yielding a non empty set of functions from the carrier

of U1 to the carrier ofU1 is defined by:

(Def. 1) For every functionh from U1 into U1 holdsh ∈ end(U1) iff h is a homomorphism ofU1

into U1.

Next we state three propositions:

(1) end(U1)⊆ (the carrier ofU1)the carrier ofU1.

(3)1 idthe carrier ofU1 ∈ end(U1).

(4) For all elementsf1, f2 of end(U1) holds f1 · f2 ∈ end(U1).

Let us considerU1. The functor Comp(U1) yields a binary operation on end(U1) and is defined
by:

(Def. 2) For all elementsx, y of end(U1) holds(Comp(U1))(x, y) = y·x.

Let us considerU1. The functor End(U1) yields a strict multiplicative loop structure and is
defined by:

(Def. 3) The carrier of End(U1) = end(U1) and the multiplication of End(U1) = Comp(U1) and the
unity of End(U1) = idthe carrier ofU1.

Let us considerU1. One can verify that End(U1) is non empty.
Let us considerU1. Observe that End(U1) is left unital, well unital, and associative.
We now state two propositions:

(5) For all elementsx, y of End(U1) and for all elementsf , g of end(U1) such thatx = f and
y = g holdsx ·y = g· f .

1 The proposition (2) has been removed.
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(6) idthe carrier ofU1 = 1End(U1).

In the sequelSdenotes a non void non empty many sorted signature andU2 denotes a non-empty
algebra overS.

Let us considerS, U2. The functor end(U2) yielding a set of many sorted functions from the
sorts ofU2 into the sorts ofU2 is defined by the conditions (Def. 4).

(Def. 4)(i) Every element of end(U2) is a many sorted function fromU2 into U2, and

(ii) for every many sorted functionh from U2 into U2 holdsh∈ end(U2) iff h is a homomor-
phism ofU2 into U2.

The following four propositions are true:

(9)2 end(U2)⊆∏MSFuncs(the sorts ofU2, the sorts ofU2).

(10) idthe sorts ofU2 ∈ end(U2).

(11) For all elementsf1, f2 of end(U2) holds f1◦ f2 ∈ end(U2).

(12) For every many sorted functionF from MSAlg(U1) into MSAlg(U1) and for every element
f of end(U1) such thatF = {0} 7−→ f holdsF ∈ end(MSAlg(U1)).

Let us considerS, U2. The functor Comp(U2) yielding a binary operation on end(U2) is defined
by:

(Def. 5) For all elementsx, y of end(U2) holds(Comp(U2))(x, y) = y◦x.

Let us considerS, U2. The functor End(U2) yields a strict multiplicative loop structure and is
defined by:

(Def. 6) The carrier of End(U2) = end(U2) and the multiplication of End(U2) = Comp(U2) and the
unity of End(U2) = idthe sorts ofU2.

Let us considerS, U2. Observe that End(U2) is non empty.
Let us considerS, U2. One can check that End(U2) is left unital, well unital, and associative.
We now state three propositions:

(13) For all elementsx, y of End(U2) and for all elementsf , g of end(U2) such thatx = f and
y = g holdsx ·y = g◦ f .

(14) idthe sorts ofU2 = 1End(U2).

(16)3 For every elementf of end(U1) holds {0} 7−→ f is a many sorted function from
MSAlg(U1) into MSAlg(U1).

Let G, H be non empty groupoids and letI1 be a map fromG into H. We say thatI1 is multi-
plicative if and only if:

(Def. 7) For all elementsx, y of G holdsI1(x ·y) = I1(x) · I1(y).

Let G, H be non empty multiplicative loop structures and letI1 be a map fromG into H. We say
thatI1 is unity-preserving if and only if:

(Def. 8) I1(1G) = 1H .

Let us note that there exists a non empty multiplicative loop structure which is left unital.
Let G, H be left unital non empty multiplicative loop structures. Observe that there exists a map

from G into H which is multiplicative and unity-preserving.
Let G, H be left unital non empty multiplicative loop structures. A homomorphism fromG to

H is a multiplicative unity-preserving map fromG into H.
Let G, H be left unital non empty multiplicative loop structures and leth be a map fromG into

H. We say thath is a monomorphism if and only if:

2 The propositions (7) and (8) have been removed.
3 The proposition (15) has been removed.
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(Def. 9) h is one-to-one.

We say thath is an epimorphism if and only if:

(Def. 10) rngh = the carrier ofH.

Let G, H be left unital non empty multiplicative loop structures and leth be a map fromG into
H. We say thath is an isomorphism if and only if:

(Def. 11) h is an epimorphism and a monomorphism.

The following proposition is true

(17) Let G be a left unital non empty multiplicative loop structure. Then idthe carrier ofG is a
homomorphism fromG to G.

Let G, H be left unital non empty multiplicative loop structures. We say thatG and H are
isomorphic if and only if:

(Def. 12) There exists a homomorphism fromG to H which is an isomorphism.

Let us note that the predicateG andH are isomorphic is reflexive.
Next we state three propositions:

(18) Leth be a function. Suppose domh = end(U1) and for every setx such thatx∈ end(U1)
holdsh(x) = {0} 7−→ x. Thenh is a homomorphism from End(U1) to End(MSAlg(U1)).

(19) Leth be a homomorphism from End(U1) to End(MSAlg(U1)). If for every setx such that
x∈ end(U1) holdsh(x) = {0} 7−→ x, thenh is an isomorphism.

(20) End(U1) and End(MSAlg(U1)) are isomorphic.
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